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In 2007 we celebrated the 25th company anniversary here 

at Lobbach in Baden. You can guess from the outlines of 

the buildings (above left) that we have remained a medium-

sized, independent business that is successfully engaged 

in helping customers in coming to terms with incontinence 

problems.

Further to the well-established and proven urinary condoms 

we have now added a single use catheter, which is furnished 

with a novel soft tip that finds its way to the bladder more 

easily and without any risk of injuries. Like all the compo-

nents of our continence system this catheter is manufactured 

on our premises in Germany and thus provides new jobs.

Not being spared by the ravages of time myself, I started 

wondering what was to become of the Manfred Sauer  

Company? How can the jobs in Lobbach and the pursuance 

of the individual approach be secured? Last but not least 

how can the economic success benefit those that brought 

it about?

Our Foundation concept is the positive answer to these 

questions. As the owner of our company it safeguards the 

production site and attends particularly to people with para-

plegia seeking (re-)orientation.

On 21. May 2006 the Manfred Sauer Foundation Centre 

(above right) was opened and since has received a very 

positive response not only from wheelchair users, but also 

from the local population. With their lively interest in the 

widespread offers of the Foundation they ensure that this in-

stitution doesn’t turn into a pure disabled facility, but a meet-

ing place for all people regardless of physical impairment.

Yours, 

Manfred Sauer

Manfred Sauer Foundation
Meaning in life

Please visit our website for further information: www.manfred-sauer.com
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Exchange

The products in this catalogue can only be ex-
changed if originally packed. Exempt are the ones 
marked with the symbol , products without original 
packaging and all custom-made products.

Sterile urine collection bag

On stock and available on request: sterile and indi-
vidually packed  page 33.
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• Urine collection bags
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Irrespective of their specifications, all our urinary condoms have 
the following properties in common:

11 sizes: You can get an exact fit as we have eleven finely 
graded sizes (diameter 18 – 40 mm). The better the fit, the safer 
the adhesive contact.

Synthetic material: The condoms and skin adhesive are latex-
free. This prevents irritations and allergies that can occur with 
latex.

The high elasticity of the material: The extremely high elastic-
ity of the material allows for large amounts of spontaneous urine 
and, at the same time, a residue free drainage. Therefore no 
pooling occurs around the tip of the penis, being more hygienic 
and reducing the risk of infection.

The urinary condoms have been designed and manufactured in our 
factory at Lobbach in Germany and have the necessary character-
istics to ensure a secure, reliable and simple handling and, last but 
not least, a high wearing comfort.

Advice, samples, custom products

Have you got questions regarding urinary condoms? Would 
you like us to supply you with free samples? Do you have 
individual requirements (extra charge)? Please turn to your 
local continence adviser for further information  page 48.

100 % individually tested

To guarantee maximum safety all urinary condoms are 
tested individually for impermeability and tear strength.

Material strength: Made from very thin but resistant materi-
als which ensure a snug fit and a reliable adhesion under all 
circumstances. 

Double-dipped tip: To prevent tearing.

Connecting tube: The condom and connecting tube are ma-
nufactured all in one piece or are mounted with a nipple and 
are suitable for all urine bags with or without adapter.

Self-adhesive film: As it is inside the condom, this allows you 
to put it on quicker and more easily. It also gives a reliable 
adhesion between the condom and the skin.

Self adhesive condoms
SAUER-Comfort – Standard ................................ page 6 
SAUER-Comfort – Special productions ...............  page 7
Self-adhesive condoms without buffer zone .......  page 8
2-piece urinary condoms 
Synthetic condoms – Anti-Allergic ....................... page 10
Latex condoms – Original .................................... page 11
Latex condoms – Extra thin ................................. page 11

Urinary condoms
Material: Synthetic material or latex
Fixation: Self-adhesive or with skin adhesive/adhesive strips
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Condoms

SAUER skin adhesive
Liquid skin adhesives provide the safest bonding between skin 
and condom. Unlike the self-adhesive condoms they allow 
an individual handling; this means that the user himself can 
determine the required quantity of adhesive, the length of the 
adhesive zone and the size of the buffer zone. For more than 
30 years SAUER skin adhesives have been used successfully 
for the fixation of urinary condoms.

Eudermic composition: We offer the skin adhesive in different 
compositions that match individual skin properties. The SAUER 
Original skin adhesive is composed of natural rubber, mastic 
as the adhesive component, heptane as solvent to determine 
the viscosity, lanolin (purified wool fat) to replenish the oils in 
the skin and zinc oxide for skin protection.

Adhesion effect: This varies according to the composition of 
the different skin adhesives used. The skin adhesives are as 
follows:

•	Skin	adhesives	50.01	and	50.03	provide	adhesion	which	
should in almost all cases lasts round-the-clock.

•	The	reduction	of	skin	caring	agents	increases	the	adhesive	
strength (50.05 and 50.00).

•	By	adding	resin,	 the	adhesive	strength	can	be	 increased	
further (50.20 and 50.22).

Water resistance: The skin adhesive allows you to wear the 
urinary condom in the bath or when swimming without impair-
ing the adhesion strength.

Skin friendliness: Additional substances with skin care proper-
ties allow to use the urinal “around the clock”.

Removal: Removal of the condom does not leave adhesive 
residue on the skin since the condom and the skin adhesive 
complement each other.

With tube: The pipette applicator allows a simple and clean 
application of the adhesive.

Articles made of latex
Many of our customers confirm a long-time use of SAUER 
urinary condoms made of latex without any reactions to the 
skin. Another point in favour of latex is the fact that it has 
undisputed advantages in comparison to synthetic material: 
As a natural product obtained from the rubber tree, its avail-
ability is nearly unlimited, and additionally it is environmen-
tally friendly - both in terms of production and disposal.

One must keep in mind that synthetic rubber and silicone 
contain a multitude of chemical substances whose effects 
are not sufficiently known yet. The production and working 
of synthetic rubber, a product made of petroleum, is more 
complex and, because of its high content of solvents, more 
problematic in production and for the environment.

If you have concerns about the use of latex-containing  
condoms or skin adhesives or if you suffer from a hypersen-
sitivity towards latex, you can change to latex-free products 
made of synthetic materials.

You will find more information about this topic in our “Con-
tinence Systems Tutorial”. Please ask for your personal copy. 
It is also available on our website:

www.sauercontinence.com

Choosing the adequate urinary condom
As a first step you should use the measuring tape ( page 15) 
to determine the required condom size. Because of the easy 
handling you should begin with the self-adhesive condoms 
SAUER Comfort.

For further alternatives or if you have any questions regard-
ing the use of skin adhesives please turn to your local con-
tinence adviser  page 48.

SAUER skin adhesive ..........................................

 page 12
Special skin adhesive ..........................................

 page 13
Double-sided adhesive tapes ..............................

 page 14
Accessories for condoms ....................................

 page 15
Adhesive enhancers and skin care......................

 page 16
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Condoms

Self-adhesive condoms SAUER-Comfort

In order to meet as many of the users’ more specific requirements as pos-
sible, apart from the standard version (see below) we offer three special ver-
sions ( page 7) of the self-adhesive SAUER-Comfort condoms. The differ-
ences lie in the length of the adhesive zone and in the adhesive strength.

Condom and adhesive are made of latex free materials. Condom and 
connecting tube are manufactured all in one piece. To be used with all 
urine collection bags with and without adapter. Available in 11 sizes.

SAUER-Comfort – Standard
Total length approx. 175 mm, buffer zone 75 mm, standard adhesive.
30 pieces Size ∅ 18 mm Order no. 97.18
 20 mm 97.20
 22 mm 97.22
 24 mm 97.24
 26 mm 97.26
 28 mm 97.28
 30 mm 97.30
 32 mm 97.32
 35 mm 97.35
 37 mm 97.37
 40 mm 97.40

Tip: In order to get used to the handling, you can 
order a thumb-sized condom.
This is a self-adhesive condom with a diameter of 
22 mm. You can use it to test the separate steps of 
the adhesion procedure on your thumb and find out 
how to deal with problems if they arise, how to avoid 
crinkles and learn where the adhesive zone begins.

The connecting tube is directly dipped to the condom and coloured differently 
depending on the type of condom. The area between the connecting tube 
and the adhesive zone is powdered and serves as buffer zone with a length 
of either 75 or 60 mm. It is followed by the adhesive zone with option for two 
adhesives different in strength.

normalWhite 75 mm
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Condoms

SAUER-Comfort – Blue
Total length approx. 175 mm, buffer zone 75 mm, stronger adhesive.
30 pieces Size ∅ 18 mm Order no. 97.7501.18
 20 mm 97.7501.20
 22 mm 97.7501.22
 24 mm 97.7501.24
 26 mm 97.7501.26
 28 mm 97.7501.28
 30 mm 97.7501.30
 32 mm 97.7501.32
 35 mm 97.7501.35
 37 mm 97.7501.37
 40 mm 97.7501.40

SAUER-Comfort – Green
Total length approx. 160 mm, buffer zone 60 mm, standard adhesive.
30 pieces Size ∅ 18 mm Order no. 97.6000.18
 20 mm 97.6000.20

 22 mm 97.6000.22
 24 mm 97.6000.24
 26 mm 97.6000.26
 28 mm 97.6000.28
 30 mm 97.6000.30
 32 mm 97.6000.32
 35 mm 97.6000.35
 37 mm 97.6000.37
 40 mm 97.6000.40

SAUER-Comfort – Red 
Total length approx. 160 mm, buffer zone 60 mm, stronger adhesive.
30 pieces Size ∅ 18 mm Order no. 97.6001.18
 20 mm 97.6001.20
 22 mm 97.6001.22
 24 mm 97.6001.24
 26 mm 97.6001.26
 28 mm 97.6001.28
 30 mm 97.6001.30
 32 mm 97.6001.32
 35 mm 97.6001.35
 37 mm 97.6001.37
 40 mm 97.6001.40

With the 3 special versions, you can 
identify the two distinguishing features 
(buffer zone and adhesive strength) by 
having a look at the order no.

Condom size
diameter in mm

Adhesive
00 = standard adhesive strength
01 = greater adhesive strength

Length of buffer zone
75 = standard (75 mm)
60 = shortened (60 mm)

Self-adhesive condoms SAUER-Comfort

97.7501.xx

97.6000.xx

97.6001.xx
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Condoms

Self-adhesive condoms without buffer zone

Apart from the self-adhesive condoms SAUER-Comfort with the typical buffer 
zone, there are further models available with a more rigid funnel that can 
help to apply the condom e.g. when circumcised.

With the condoms UltraFlex, Pop-On, and Wide-Band the adhesive zone 
begins directly behind the funnel, where the condom is applied to the penis. 
The illustrations show the position and the length of the adhesive zone.

Please note that these condoms don’t have an (elastic) buffer zone. The buff-
er zone can be necessary to cope with larger quantities of spontaneous urine 
as it can store the urine until it drains into the urine bag. However, some users 
regard the stronger material and the more rigid funnel as advantageous.

Self-adhesive condoms – UltraFlex 
Silicone condom with synthetic adhesive. Total length approx. 145 mm, 
the adhesive zone begins directly behind the funnel and has a length of 
approx. 45 mm. To be used with all urine collection bags furnished with 
an universal adapter. Individually packed.
30 pieces Size Ø 25 mm Small Order no. 93.25
 29 mm Medium 93.29
 32 mm Intermediate 93.32
 36 mm Large 93.36
 41 mm X-Large 93.41 93.25

. ..
93.41
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Condoms

Self-adhesive condoms – Wide-Band
Silicone condom with synthetic adhesive. Total length approx. 145 mm, 
the adhesive zone begins directly behind the funnel and has a length of 
approx. 70 mm. To be used with all urine collection bags furnished with 
an universal adapter. Individually packed.
30 pieces Size ∅ 25 mm Small Order no. 94.25
 29 mm Medium 94.29
 32 mm Intermediate 94.32
 36 mm Large 94.36
 41 mm X-Large 94.41

Self-adhesive condoms – Pop-On
Silicone condom with synthetic adhesive. Total length approx. 100 mm, 
the adhesive zone begins directly behind the funnel and has a length of 
approx. 40 mm. To be used with all urine collection bags furnished with 
an universal adapter. Individually packed.
30 pieces Size ∅ 25 mm Small Order no. 95.25
 29 mm Medium 95.29
 32 mm Intermediate 95.32
 36 mm Large 95.36
 41 mm X-Large 95.41

94.25
. ..

94.41

95.25
. ..

95.41
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Condoms

2-piece condoms
Synthetic condoms – Anti-Allergic
Made of synthetic material. Nearly all varieties of the skin adhesives and 
the double-sided adhesive tapes are suitable for their fixation. Total length 
approx. 200 mm, condom and connecting tube are manufactured all in 
one piece. To be used with all urine collection bags furnished with and 
without adapter. Available in 11 sizes.
30 pieces Size ∅ 18 mm Oder no. 56.18
 20 mm 56.20

 22 mm 56.22
 24 mm 56.24
 26 mm 56.26
 28 mm 56.28
 30 mm 56.30
 32 mm 56.32
 35 mm 56.35
 37 mm 56.37
 40 mm 56.40

Adhesion alternatives
To get the best adhesion between Anti-Allergic condoms and skin 
adhesive, please turn to your local continence adviser for further in-
formation  page 48.
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Condoms

Latex condoms – Original
Made from natural latex, practically free from chemicals. Suitable for 
nearly all skin types. Total length approx. 215 mm, condom and connect-
ing tube are mounted with a nipple. To be used with all urine collection 
bags furnished with and without adapter. Available in 11 sizes.
30 pieces Size ∅ 18 mm Order no. 53.18
 20 mm 53.20
 22 mm 53.22 
 24 mm 53.24
 26 mm 53.26
 28 mm 53.28
 30 mm 53.30
 32 mm 53.32
 35 mm 53.35
 37 mm 53.37
 40 mm 53.40

Latex condoms – Extra thin
Alternative made with an extra thin latex film. The condoms fit like a 
“second skin”. Total length approx. 250 mm, condom and connecting 
tube are mounted with a nipple. To be used with all urine collection bags 
furnished with and without adapter. Available in 3 sizes.
30 pieces Size ∅ 26 mm Order no. 53.26.D
 30 mm 53.30.D

 35 mm 53.35.D
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Condom adhesion

SAUER skin adhesive 
SAUER skin adhesive – Original
The skin adhesive which can be used without problem in almost all cases.  
It provides an absolutely reliable adhesion.
2 tubes, each 28 g Order no. 50.01

SAUER skin adhesive – Without lanolin
Occasionally, lanolin may cause allergic skin reactions. This adhesive has 
the same properties as the “Original” – but is free of lanolin. However, it does 
not supplement the skin’s natural oils!
2 tubes, each 28 g Order no. 50.03

SAUER skin adhesive – 50 %
Based on the “Original”, but with a 50 % reduction in skin care components 
(zinc oxide and lanolin). This increases the adhesive qualities.
2 tubes, each 28 g Order no. 50.05

SAUER skin adhesive – Pure
Based on the “Original”, but without the skin care components (zinc oxide 
and lanolin). Strong adhesive qualities – you should therefore pay attention 
to the condition of your skin.
2 tubes, each 28 g Order no. 50.00

SAUER skin adhesive – 2 % resin
Based on the “Original”, but with 2 % resin to increase the adhesive quality. 
Therefore, pay particular attention to the condition of your skin.
2 tubes, each 28 g Order no. 50.20

SAUER skin adhesive – 12 % resin
Based on the “Original”, but with 12 % resin to give high adhesive quality. 
Therefore, pay particular attention to the condition of your skin.
2 tubes, each 28 g Order no. 50.22

Choosing the right skin adhesive
It is simply impossible to recommend one type of adhesive for all situations, be-
cause every skin type reacts differently. You should first try our well-established 
“Original”. Only if you are not getting satisfactory results in spite of correct 
application you should try an alternative. If you apply an adhesive with stronger 
adhering properties you should carefully check the skin condition.
Please turn to your local continence adviser for further information  page 48.

50.01

50.03

50.05

50.00

50.20

50.22
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Condom adhesion

Special skin adhesive
The following skin adhesives may provide a solution for special skin condi-
tions or when you have serious adhesion problems. Please contact your con-
tinence adviser  page 48 about the suitability of the special skin adhesives.

White skin adhesive
Based on the “Original” 50.01, but with a modified ratio of the latex, hexan 
and zinc oxyde components. In tube with applicator.
2 tubes each 28 g Order no. 50.31

SAUER skin adhesive – Synthetic 
Synthetic adhesive containing no latex or silicone. Comes in a glass bottle 
with a brush applicator in the lid or in a tube with a pipette applicator.
Adhesive in glass bottle, 45 ml Order no. 50.36
2 tubes each 28 g Order no. 50.36-2

U-Bond skin adhesive 
Liquid silicone adhesive, in glass bottle. If the adhesive thickens due  
to evaporation of the solvent, you can increase the viscosity by adding 
the solvent. Both Adhesive and thinner are latex free.
Adhesive in glass bottle, 44 ml Order no. 50.37
Thinner in glass bottle, with applicator, 50 ml Order no. 50.39

Medical Adhesive B spray 
Liquid silicone adhesive, aerosol.
150 ml Order no. 50.40

Adhesive remover pads
To remove adhesive residue. Especially for silicone-based adhesives.
50 pads Order no. 50.38

50.39

50.36

50.37

50.36-2

50.31

50.40

50.38
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Condom adhesion

Double-sided adhesive tapes
Double-sided adhesive tape has been found to be helpful in the care of 
the elderly, for bedridden patients and in intensive care units. It is also 
good for children and for all other cases where there is inadequate skin 
area for adhesion.

The adhesion strength of the various types of double-sided tape depends 
very much on the skin reaction of each individual. Therefore, we cannot 
know which tape is best for you. We would be more than happy to send 
you samples, so you can test which one suits you best.

Double-sided adhesive tape – Extra thin
Hydrocolloid tape, particularly skin friendly, very elasticated.
30 tapes 120×15 mm Order no. 50.14-M
 150×15 mm Order no. 50.14

Double-sided adhesive tape – Foam strip
PVC-foam-material. This tape increases the circumference of the penis 
through the thickness of the material, so you may need a larger condom 
size.
30 tapes 150×20 mm Order no. 50.04

Double-sided adhesive tape – Urihesive
Hydrocolloid tape, particularly skin friendly, elasticated.
15 tapes 120×15 mm Order no. 50.06

Alternatives
If by any chance none of the above skin adhesives or adhesive tapes 
suit your requirements, please turn to your local continence adviser 
for further information  page 48.

50.04

50.14

50.06

50.14
Handy box for easy removal
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Accessories for condoms

Accessories for condoms
Measuring tape
To determine the exact size. Free of charge.
1 piece Order no. 99.897

SAUER Protective cloths
Prevents the pubic hair from sticking to the adhesive when applying a 
condom. To be sure of a close fit, the hole in the protective cloth is 1mm 
smaller than the corresponding condom size. Made of natural cotton.

30 pieces for condom size ∅ 18 mm Order no. 52.70-18 
 20 mm 52.70-20 
 22 mm 52.70-22 
 24 mm 52.70-24 
 26 mm 52.70-26 
 28 mm 52.70-28 
 30 mm 52.70-30 
 32 mm 52.70-32 
 35 mm 52.70-35 
 37 mm 52.70-37 
 40 mm 52.70-40

Scissors
Safety scissors for removing the collar thus preventing discomfort or 
pressure sores.
1 piece Order no. 53.50

53.50

99.897

52.70-18
. ..

52.70-40
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Adhesive enhancers and skin care

Preventox skin protection
Because of its high content of alcohol, Preventox has cleaning, degreasing 
and disinfecting properties and forms an elastic film on the skin, which 
allows the skin to breathe. Particularly the cleansing of the skin and the 
formation of the film usually improve the adhesive strength when you ap-
ply a urinary condom (self-adhesive, with skin adhesive of adhesive strip).  
In addition to this, it protects the skin.

Preventox single wipes
Easy handling and especially hygienic.
50 wipes Order no. 50.50

Preventox fluid
With applicator.
50 ml Order no. 50.52

Spray head
To go with bottle 50.52.
1 piece Order no. 50.53

Preventox fluid roller
Use like an under arm roll-on deodorant. Particularly suitable for users 
with limited dexterity.
50 ml Order no. 50.58

SkinPrevent single wipes
An alternative to Preventox.
50 wipes Order no. 50.51

Washing gel Uroclean
Transparent gel for the daily care of the genital area, particularly in cases 
of incontinence, catheterisation and use of urinary condoms. Uroclean 
cleans and cares for the skin; it cools and refreshes, deodorizes and has 
antibacterial properties. It is friendly to the skin, alkali-free (pH-value 5) 
and biologically decomposable.
Tube, 100 ml Order no. 50.56
Dispenser, 250 ml Order no. 50.57
Refill, 1 litre (not illustrated)  Order no. 50.59

50.51

50.50

50.52 50.53

50.58

50.56

50.57
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Supplements

Cranberry concentrate
The cranberry (Vaccinium macrocarpon), which is related to the native mountain cranberry, is a natural aid to strengthen 
the whole organism and keep it healthy, especially the urinary passage. This is due to a high percentage of natural anti-
oxidants and secondary plant compounds.
Cranberry concentrate is a nutritional supplement – it is not a medication for the treatment of illnesses or symptoms and 
no replacement for a balanced and varied diet.

Due to long years of experience and scientific studies, the effects of cranberries are now well known.
Anti-adhesive effect: the proanthocyanidins contained in cranberries, prevent bacteria from settling due to special 
adhesive features in the bladder wall. This includes escherichia coli, the most frequent trigger for urine infections. 
The bacteria are washed out with the urine, therefore preventing an infection.
Acidification of the urine: Cranberries have a low ph value and therefore taste sour. As their contents are distri-
buted throughout the kidneys, the consumption of cranberries and/or cranberry juice acidifies the urine. An acidic 
environment prevents the multiplication of bacteria, which prevents urinary passage infections.
Antioxidant effect: The anthocyanins (polyphenol, flavonoids) and vitamin c in the cranberries have the ability to 
protect the cells in the human body from free radicals (antioxidant effect) and therefore strengthen the body’s own 
defences and fight against cell damage. Furthermore, vitamin c strengthens the general defence situation.

Cranberry juice concentrate
Nutritional supplement to support a healthy bladder function. It is ext-
racted by a gentle process using fresh North American cranberries. It 
contains no wheat, sugar, artificial colours or preservatives. Every cap-
sule contains 400 mg cranberry concentrate and 60 mg vitamin c.
The effect of a capsule lasts for approx. 10 hours. For a “round the 
clock protection“, it is recommended to take a capsule every morning 
and evening.
Container with 100 capsules Order no. 110.80

Further information about Cranberries: www.cranberryinstitute.org
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SAUER bendi bags
The bendi bag has been designed especially for wheelchair 
users. They are adapted to the sitting position and offer a high 
degree of wearing comfort, flexibility and security. Due to their 
great variety of features, they fit every user according to his 
individual need.

High capacity: Available in 1.3 litre, these give you more in-
dependence on long journeys and at work without the worry 
of having to find accessible toilets. The 0.7 litre bags are for 
wheelchair users that do not require the extra capacity or may 
be of a smaller build persons. Many able bodied and semi-
ambulant people also use the 0.7 litre bags.

Leg hugging shape: Fitted with welded angled inlet tube, this 
is essential for a bendi bag adapted to the sitting position. It 
can be worn comfortably on the leg, is inconspicuous, has a 
reliable urine outlet and is easy to empty.

SAUER leg bags
Their design makes them particularly suitable for able-bodied 
people, but also for wheelchair users and children. You can 
wear them on the left or on the right leg. As a special feature, 
they are also available with a cotton backing, which further 
enhances the wearing comfort.

The urine collection bags have been developed and are produced 
by us. They are manufactured on high-frequency welding machines 
at our premises at Lobbach. Their different shapes, sizes and vari-
ous features make it possible to meet the particular needs and  
requirements of most users.

Capacity: Available in 0.6 litre or in 1.0 litre, it is intended for 
able-bodied people who do not usually have problems emptying 
the bag. Also, a smaller leg bag is not as conspicuous.

Inlet: The tube can be adapted to exactly suit your needs. 
This allows you to choose between wearing the bag on the 
thigh or on the calf. The enclosed loose adapter, smooth or 
stepped, is inserted into the (shortened) inlet tube of the bag. 
This way, you can connect it securely to all current condoms 
and catheters.

The cotton backing: Is made of natural cotton fleece. The leg 
bag is coated on one side only and remains transparent on the 
other side. As an alternative, you can use the SAUER cotton 
cover  page 34.

Film with cotton backing Textured film

100 % testing
To increase security for the user, every bag is individually 
tested for leaks and functional capability.

Urine collection bags
Bendi bags, leg bags, sport bags, discreet bags,  
functional bags, night bags
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Urine collection bags

Depending on their specification, SAUER urine collec-
tion bags show the following properties.

 The connector
with or without universal adapter, this allows a simpler 
and safer connection for condoms with connecting 
tube, funnel condoms and catheters.
•	no	adapter:	connect	directly	to	SAUER	condoms	

with connecting tubes.
•	smooth	adapter:	connect	to	urinary	condoms.
• stepped adapter: connect to catheters

 The inlet tube
is hard or soft. As it comes in different lengths, it fits 
all body sizes.

 The welded valve
allows for a smooth flow of urine, even with leg bags 
which do not lie flat.

 The non-return valve
prevents urine backflow, for instance during phys-
iotherapy sessions, and is important for infection 
control.

 The eyelets
allow the straps to be fastened according to individual 
need, thus giving a more secure fitting.

 The outlet tube
•	swing	tap:	easy	to	handle,	also	with	impeded	dex-

terity of the hands, additional safety band available 
as protection against unintentional opening.

•	turn	 tap:	compact	and	discreet,	particularly	 for	
small bags, collects to a night bag easily

• sliding tap: can be handled with only one hand; 
with this tap, the bag can be worn on the right or 
on the left leg.

 The PVC film
is very strong and has a textured surface to prevent 
it from sticking to the skin.

 Welding
The welded valve, the non-return valve and the outlet 
tap are welded securely to the film. The double weld-
ing makes it stronger when full.
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Urine collection bags

Period of wear for urine collection bags
For reasons of hygiene we advise against wearing the bag for 
more than 24 hours. This recommendation doesn‘t apply to 
permanent catheters used in combination with sterile bags.
Please turn to your local continence adviser for further in-
formation  page 48.

SAUER cotton cover ......................................  page 34
Leg straps and waist belts .............................  page 35, 36
Leg bag holsters ............................................  page 36
Accessories for night bags ............................  page 37
Accessories and spare components ............. page 38, 39

If you don’t wish to disconnect your bendi bag or your leg 
bag for the night, particularly if you wear a permanent ca-
theter, you can connect a night bag to your bag (this works 
best for bags furnished with a turn tap) to collect a larger 
total quantity of urine.

Leg bag

Turn tap

Connecting tube
Oder no. 55.39
 page 38

Inlet tube  
of a night bag  
furnished with  
an adapter

Possibilities of use  W A C

SAUER bendi bag .......................without adapter ........................ 1,3 l or 0,7 l  ................  		  .............  page 22
SAUER bendi bag .......................with fixed adapter .................... 1,3 l or 0,7 l  ................  		  .............  page 23
SAUER bendi bag .......................with push-on adapter ............... 1,3 l or 0,7 l  ................  		  .............  page 24
SAUER leg bag ...........................with push-on adapter ............... 0,6 l  ............................  		  .............  page 25
SAUER leg bag ...........................with push-on adapter ............... 1,0 l  ............................  		  .............  page 26
Leg bag .......................................with fixed adapter .................... 0,6 l or 1,0 l  ................  		  .............  page 27
SAUER sport bag .......................without adapter ........................ 0,5 l  ............................  		  .............  page 28
SAUER sport bag .......................with fixed adapter .................... 0,5 l  ............................  		  .............  page 28
SAUER discreet bag ...................with fixed adapter .................... 210 ml  ........................  		  .............  page 29
SAUER functional bag ................with fixed adapter .................... 2,0 l  ............................  		  .............  page 30
Night bag ....................................with fixed adapter .................... 1,5 l to 2,6 l  ................  		  .............  page 31, 32

W = Wheelchair users A = able-bodied persons C = care in bed  = suitable  = restricted usage  = not suitable
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Urine collection bags

Custom made SAUER urine collection bags
We have designed our range of products for bladder incontinence 
care to cover every need, yet they can also be considered as 
standard. We endeavour to constantly improve our products 
and find individual solutions wherever possible.

If you have any problems or questions regarding our standard 
range of products, please call us. We can advise you fully and 
try to find the best solution for your specific demand.

Inlet and outlet tube

Bendi bags in particular can be manu-
factured to meet your special require-
ments. However, we must sometimes 
charge a small fee for this. We can 
make the following alterations: 

•	shorten	or	 lengthen	the	 inlet	 tube	
(see picture on the right)

•	fit	an	outlet	tube	instead	of	a	swing	
tap, turn tap or sliding tap

Swing tap for leftdressers

For these customers we offer the bendi bag ( pages 22–24) 
with a swing tap turned around by 180°. This way the tap lies 
on the inside of the leg and is protected from unintended open-
ing. For easy distinction, these bags are equipped with yellow 
tap “wings”.

Cotton backing

To prevent the leg bag from coming into direct contact with 
the skin, we can, for a supplementary charge, cover the leg 
bag with a layer of cotton material. For technical reasons, this 
cover can only be applied on one side of the bag. This means 
that these bags are only suited for rightdressers.

We advise you to choose the cotton cover instead, as it can 
be worn on either leg. Furthermore, it can be used frequently 
and is washable. This method is more economical and envi-
ronmentally friendly.

Sterile collection bag

A variety of sterile collection bags are usually on stock ( page 
33). On request, we can supply all bags in a sterile version and 
individually packed.

How to order
Custom-made products have a delivery time of approx. 
14 days; sterile bags, if not available off the shelf, have a 
minimum delivery time of 8 weeks.
There will be an extra charge for all custom-made bags. We 
can neither exchange nor take back.

How to measure the length  
of the inlet tube
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Urine collection bags

SAUER bendi bag without adapter
For wheelchair users. To be connected directly to our condoms with connecting tube (97.xx , 
97.xxxx.xx, 56.xx, 53.xx). This means that no adapter is necessary. You can also cut the tube to 
fit your size.
•	Leg	hugging	shape;	welded	angled	inlet	tube;	capacity	of	1.3 l or 0.7 l
•	Inlet: without adapter; hard tube, 20 cm, can be shortened; non-return valve
•	Outlet: swing tap, turn tap or sliding tap

swing tap turn tap sliding tap

hard inlet
20 cm
adaptable length

   

 

no adapter 701.1020-xx 702.1020-xx 701.3020-xx 702.3020-xx 701.2020-xx 702.2020-xx

	Available in boxes of 10, 30 or 50. Please replace the “xx” within the order no. for the size of the unit (e.g. 701.1020-30).
 Fixation material for bags: leg straps  page 35, cotton cover  page 34.
	Tube cutter to adapt the length of the inlet tube  page 38.
 Sterile urine collection bags  page 33.

1.3 l 0.7 l 1.3 l 0.7 l 1.3 l 0.7 l
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Urine collection bags

SAUER bendi bag with fixed adapter
For wheelchair users. To be connected to all urinary condoms and catheters.
•	Leg	hugging	shape;	welded	angle	inlet	tube;	capacity	of	1.3 l or 0.7 l
•	Inlet: fixed adapter, smooth or stepped; flexible tube, 12 cm or 22 cm, cannot be shortened;  

non-return valve
•	Outlet: swing tap, turn tap or sliding tap

swing tap turn tap sliding tap

flexible inlet
12 cm length

Notice: The smooth 
adapter has been ap-
proved of for usage with 
condoms, the stepped 
adapter is suitable for 
usage with catheters.

       

 

smooth adapter 701.1112-xx 702.1112-xx 701.3112-xx 702.3112-xx 701.2112-xx 702.2112-xx
stepped adapter 701.1212-xx 702.1212-xx 701.3212-xx 702.3212-xx 701.2212-xx 702.2212-xx

swing tap turn tap sliding tap

flexible inlet
22 cm length

Notice: The smooth 
adapter has been ap-
proved of for usage with 
condoms, the stepped 
adapter is suitable for 
usage with catheters.

      

 

smooth adapter 701.1122-xx 702.1122-xx 701.3122-xx 702.3122-xx 701.2122-xx 702.2122-xx
stepped adapter 701.1222-xx 702.1222-xx 701.3222-xx 702.3222-xx 701.2222-xx 702.2222-xx
 Available in boxes of 10, 30 or 50. Please replace the “xx” within the order no. for the size of the unit (e.g. 701.1112-30). 

Fixation material for bags: leg straps  page 35, cotton cover  page 34, sterile urine collection bags  page 33.

1.3 l 0.7 l 1.3 l 0.7 l 1.3 l 0.7 l

1.3 l 0.7 l 1.3 l 0.7 l 1.3 l 0.7 l
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Urine collection bags

SAUER bendi bag with push-on adapter
For wheelchair users. To be connected to all urinary condoms and catheters.
•	Leg	hugging	shape;	welded	angle	inlet	tube;	capacity	of	1.3 l or 0.7 l
•	Inlet: push-on adapter, smooth or stepped; flexible tube, 35 cm, can be shortened;  

non-return valve
•	Outlet: swing tap, turn tap or sliding tap

swing tap turn tap sliding tap

flexible inlet
35 cm
adaptable length

Notice: The smooth adap-
ter has been approved of for 
usage with condoms, the 
stepped adapter is suitable 
for usage with catheters.

      

 

smooth adapter 701.1335-xx 702.1335-xx 701.3335-xx 702.3335-xx 701.2335-xx 702.2335-xx
stepped adapter 701.1435-xx 702.1435-xx 701.3435-xx 702.3435-xx 701.2435-xx 702.2435-xx

 Available in boxes of 10, 30 or 50. Please replace the “xx” within the order no. for the size of the unit (e.g. 701.1335-30).
	Fixation material for bags: leg straps  page 35, cotton cover  page 34.
	Tube cutter to adapt the length of the inlet tube  page 38.
 Sterile urine collection bags  page 33.

1.3 l 0.7 l 1.3 l 0.7 l 1.3 l 0.7 l
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Urine collection bags

SAUER leg bag with push-on adapter 
All-purpose bags for the able-bodied, wheelchair users and children. Can be connected to all 
 urinary condoms and catheters. Can be worn either on the thigh (tube 15 cm long) or on the 
lower leg (tube 45 cm long).
•	Rectangular	shape;	straight	inlet	tube;	capacity	of	0.6 l or 1.0 l ( page 26), cotton backing on 

one side
•	Inlet: push-on adapter, smooth or stepped; flexible tube, 15 or 45 cm, can be shortened;  

non-return valve
•	Outlet: swing tap, turn tap or sliding tap

swing tap turn tap sliding tap

flexible inlet
15 or 45 cm 
adaptable length

Notice: The smooth adapter 
has been approved of for 
usage with condoms, the 
stepped adapter is suitable 
for usage with catheters.          

 

cotton backing
smooth adapter 710.1315-xx 710.1345-xx 710.3315-xx 710.3345-xx 710.2315-xx 710.2345-xx
stepped adapter 710.1415-xx 710.1445-xx 710.3415-xx 710.3445-xx 710.2415-xx 710.2445-xx

plain film
smooth adapter 730.1315-xx 730.1345-xx 730.3315-xx 730.3345-xx 730.2315-xx 730.2345-xx
stepped adapter 730.1415-xx 730.1445-xx 730.3415-xx 730.3445-xx 730.2415-xx 730.2445-xx

 Available in boxes of 10, 30 or 50. Please replace the “xx” within the order no. for the size of the unit (e.g. 710.1315-30).
	Fixation material for bags: leg straps  page 35. For bags without cotton backing: cotton cover  page 34,  

leg bag holsters  page 36.
	Tube cutter to adapt the length of the inlet tube  page 38.
 Sterile urine collection bags  page 33.

ca
0.6 l

ca
0.6 l

ca
0.6 l

ca
0.6 l

ca
0.6 l

ca
0.6 l
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Urine collection bags

swing tap turn tap sliding tap

flexible inlet
45 cm 
adaptable length

Notice: The smooth adapter 
has been approved of for 
usage with condoms, the 
stepped adapter is suitab-
le for usage with catheters.

 

cotton backing
smooth adapter 711.1345-xx 711.3345-xx 711.2345-xx
stepped adapter 711.1445-xx 711.3445-xx 711.2445-xx

plain film
smooth adapter 731.1345-xx 731.3345-xx 731.2345-xx
stepped adapter 731.1445-xx 731.3445-xx 731.2445-xx

 Available in boxes of 10, 30 or 50. Please replace the “xx” within the order no. for the size of the unit (e.g. 711.1345-30).
	Fixation material for bags: leg straps  page 35. For bags without cotton backing: cotton cover  page 34,  

leg bag holsters  page 36.
	Tube cutter to adapt the length of the inlet tube  page 38.
	Sterile urine collection bags  page 33.

ca.
1.0 l

ca.
1.0 l

ca.
1.0 l
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Leg bag with fixed adapter
All-purpose bags for the able-bodied, wheelchair users and children. Can be connected to all 
urinary condoms and catheters. Can be worn either on the thigh (tube 8 cm long) or on the 
lower leg (tube 32 cm long).
•	Rectangular	shape;	straight	or	diagonal	inlet	tube;	capacity	of	0.6 l or 1.0 l
•	Inlet: fixed adapter with a protection cap; 8 or 32 cm tube which cannot be shortened;  

non-return valve
•	Outlet: Push-pull valve or sliding tap

Inlet straight diagonal

approx. 8 or 32 cm
cannot be 
shortened

          

 

stepped adapter 780.8811-xx    780.8835-xx 782.8811-xx    783.2835-xx

 Available in boxes of 10, 30 or 50. Please replace the “xx” within the order no. for the size of the unit (e.g. 780.8811-30).
	Fixation material for bags: leg straps  page 35, cotton cover  page 34, leg bag holsters for bags with 0.6 l  page 36.
 Sterile urine collection bags  page 33.

Note: The tube and the tap are not ring welded as with the SAUER leg bags. For this reason slight leakages might appear 
when stored for a longer period due to material fatigue. By individually testing the bags we can guarantee that the products 
are leakproof at the time of dispatching.

sl
id

in
g 

ta
p

0.6 l 0.6 l 0.6 l 1.0 l

The range of leg bags shown on this page represent the current situation, but it is very likely to undergo changes in near 
future. We’ll keep on offering you bags of a comparable type, but they may vary regarding their specifications.

Urine collection bags
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Urine collection bags

SAUER sport bag with or without fixed adapter 

The sport bag responds to today’s need for more flexibility in continence care. Because of their size, 
they can easily be worn on the thigh under shorts or swimming trunks.

For wheelchair users, able-bodied people and children. Without adapter to be connected to con-
doms with connecting tube (97.xx, 97.xxxx.xx, 56.xx, 53.xx); with adapter to be connected to all 
other urinary condoms and catheters.
•	Straight	or	diagonal	inlet	tube;	capacity	of	0.5 l
•	Inlet: with or without fixed adapter, smooth or stepped; non-return valve
•	Outlet: swing tap or turn tap

swing tap turn tap
Inlet straight   diagonal straight   diagonal

    

 

no adapter 720.1000-xx   721.1000-xx 720.3000-xx   721.3000-xx

      

smooth adapter 720.1100-xx   721.1100-xx 720.3100-xx   721.3100-xx
stepped adapter 720.1200-xx   721.1200-xx 720.3200-xx   721.3200-xx

 Available in boxes of 10, 30 or 50. Please replace the “xx” within the order no. for the size of the unit (e.g. 720.1000-30).
	Fixation material for bags: leg straps  page 35, cotton cover  page 34.
 Sterile urine collection bags  page 33.

The sport bags can be worn in the following ways:

•	with	a	wide	leg	strap	with	Velcro® strap (57.44, 57.45 or 57.46) directly on the thigh, without cotton cover
•	in	a	cotton	cover	(70.08)	that	is	attached	to	the	thigh	strap	with	a	Velcro® band

0.5 l 0.5 l 0.5 l 0.5 l

0.5 l 0.5 l 0.5 l 0.5 l
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Urine collection bags

SAUER discreet bag with fixed adapter

The discreet bag is the smallest leg bag we can offer you. Its capacity of 210ml is sufficient for people 
with drip incontinence, but it can also be used during sport or swimming as inconspicuous interim solu-
tion. This small bag responds to today’s need for more flexibility in incontinence care. Because of its 
small capacity it can easily be worn on the thigh, e.g. under shorts or swimming trunks, or directly in 
the underpant.

For wheelchair users, able-bodied people and for children. Connects to all urinary condoms and 
catheters.
• Diagonal inlet; capacity of 210 ml
• Inlet: with fixed adapter, smooth or stepped; non-return valve
• Outlet: swing tap or turn tap

swing tap turn tap

    

210 ml

    

210 ml
 

smooth adapter 723.1100-xx 723.3100-xx
stepped adapter 723.1200-xx 723.3200-xx

 Available in boxes of 10, 30 or 50. Please replace the “xx” within the order no. for the size of the unit (e.g. 723.1100-30).
	Fixation material for bags: leg straps  page 35, cotton cover  page 34.
 Sterile urine collection bags  page 33.

You can carry the discreet bag in the following ways:

• with a wide leg strap furnished with a Velcro® loop (57.44, 57.45) directly on the thigh
• in the cotton cover (70.08) that is attached to the thigh strap (57.47) with a Velcro® strap
• without strap in the drawers
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SAUER functional bag with fixed adapter 

We have designed the functional bag to fulfil a demand for night bags with high capacity that can also 
be attached to the leg when the wearer is up for a short time. Furthermore, the different types of outlet 
guarantee a higher degree of independence for people suffering from restricted dexterity of the hands.
The sterile version of the SAUER Functional Bag is also suited for use with permanent catheters.

For use at night and for bedridden people, with higher capacity. Connects well to all urinary con-
doms and catheters.
•	Rectangular	shape;	straight	inlet;	capacity	2,0 l, with scale
•	Inlet: fixed adapter, smooth or stepped; tube either 90 cm or 120 cm, cannot be shortened; 

non-return valve
•	Outlet: Swing tap, turn tap or sliding tap

swing tap turn tap sliding tap

Soft inlet
90 cm or 120 cm 
length

Notice: The smooth 
adapter has been ap-
proved of for usage with 
condoms, the stepped 
adapter is suitable for 
usage with catheters.       

 

smooth adapter 771.11090-xx 771.11120-xx 771.31090-xx 771.31120-xx 771.21090-xx 771.21120-xx
stepped adapter 771.12090-xx 771.12120-xx 771.32090-xx 771.32120-xx 771.22090-xx 771.22120-xx

 Available in boxes of 10, 30 or 50. Please replace the “xx” within the order no. for the size of the unit (e.g. 771.11090-30).
	Fixation material for bags: leg straps  page 35, bed fixture and night bag cover  page 37.
 Sterile urine collection bags  page 33.

2.0 l 2.0 l 2.0 l 2.0 l 2.0 l 2.0 l
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Night bag with fixed adapter
For use during the night and for bedridden people. High capacity bag. To be connected to all 
urinary condoms and for intermittent catherisation.
•	Rectangular	shape;	straight	inlet	tube;	capacity	of	1.5 l or 2.0 l, with graduation 
•	Inlet: with fixed adapter, stepped; 90 cm or 130 cm tube, cannot be shortened;  

with non-return valve
•	Outlet: with push-pull tap or sliding tap

with non-return valve

push-pull tap sliding tap

Inlet
90 cm or 130 cm 
length

Note: These night bags 
are suitable for use with 
permanent catheters 
because of their non-
return valve and outlet.
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stepped adapter 790.8890-xx      791.8890-xx 791.28130-xx

	Available in boxes of 10, 30 or 50. Please replace the “xx” within the order no. for the size of the unit (e.g. 790.8890-30).
	Fixation material for bags: bed fixture and night bag cover  page 37.
 Sterile urine collection bags  page 33.

Note: Because of the low reimbursement prices night bags are not individually tested, so we cannot give a 100% guarantee 
they will be leakproof. We advise the use of a cover for extra safety  page 34.

2.0 l 2.0 l1.5 l
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Night bag with fixed adapter – without outlet
For use during the night and for bedridden people. High capacity bag. To be connected to all 
urinary condoms and for intermittent catherisation.
•	Rectangular	shape;	straight	inlet	tube;	capacity	of	1.5 l, 2.0 l or 2.6 l, with graduation (except 

792.0890.1-xx)
•	Inlet: with fixed adapter, stepped; 90 cm or 120 cm tube, cannot be shortened; with and  

without non-return valve
•	Outlet: no outlet

with non-return valve without non-return valve

no outlet no outlet

Inlet
90 cm or 120 cm
length
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stepped adapter 790.0890-xx 791.0890-xx 790.0890.1-xx 791.0890.1-xx 791.08120.1-xx 792.0890.1-xx

	Available in boxes of 10, 30 or 50. Please replace the “xx” within the order no. for the size of the unit (e.g. 790.0890-30).
	Fixation material for bags: bed fixture and night bag cover  page 37.
 Sterile urine collection bags  page 33.

Note: Because of the low reimbursement prices night bags are not individually tested, so we cannot give a 100% guarantee 
they will be leakproof. We advise the use of a cover for extra safety  page 34.

2.0 l2.0 l 1.5 l1.5 l 2.0 l 2.6 l
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Sterile urine collection bags
The listed bags are available off the shelf, all other bags can be delivered as a sterile version (extra charge  
 see page 20).

Sort of bag C Outlet Adapter Tube Order no. P

SAUER bendi bag 1.3 l swing tap smooth adapter  12 cm 701.1112-xx.S 23

1.3 l swing tap stepped adapter  12 cm 701.1212-xx.S 23

1.3 l sliding tap smooth adapter  12 cm 701.2112-xx.S 23

1.3 l sliding tap stepped adapter  12 cm 701.2212-xx.S 23

1.3 l turn tap stepped adapter  12 cm 701.3212-xx.S 23

1.3 l swing tap stepped adapter  22 cm 701.1222-xx.S 23

1.3 l sliding tap smooth adapter  22 cm 701.2122-xx.S 23

1.3 l sliding tap stepped adapter  22 cm 701.2222-xx.S 23

1.3 l turn tap stepped adapter  22 cm 701.3222-xx.S 23

1.3 l sliding tap smooth adapter  35 cm, adaptable length 701.2335-xx.S 24

1.3 l sliding tap stepped adapter  35 cm, adaptable length 701.2435-xx.S 24

1.3 l turn tap stepped adapter  35 cm, adaptable length 701.3435-xx.S 24

0.7 l sliding tap stepped adapter  12 cm 702.2212-xx.S 23

0.7 l turn tap stepped adapter  35 cm, adaptable length 702.3435-xx.S 24

SAUER leg bag  
with cotton backing

0.6 l swing tap stepped adapter  15 cm, adaptable length 710.1415-xx.S 25

0.6 l swing tap stepped adapter  45 cm, adaptable length 710.1445-xx.S 25

0.6 l turn tap stepped adapter  45 cm, adaptable length 710.3445-xx.S 25

1.0 l turn tap stepped adapter  45 cm, adaptable length 711.3445-xx.S 26

SAUER sport bag 0.5 l turn tap
stepped adapter
straight inlet

– 720.3200-xx.S 28

0.5 l turn tap
stepped adapter
diagonal inlet

– 721.3200-xx.S 28

SAUER discreet bag 210 ml turn tap
stepped adapter
diagonal inlet

– 723.3200-xx.S 29

SAUER functional bag 2.0 l turn tap stepped adapter  90 cm 771.32090-xx.S 30

2.0 l turn tap stepped adapter 120 cm 771.32120-xx.S 30

Night bag 2.0 l push-pull tap stepped adapter  90 cm 791.8890-xx.S 31

C = Capacity, P = Page in catalogue for further information

	Available in boxes of 10, 30 or 50. Please replace the “xx” within the order no. for the size of the unit (e.g. 701.1112-30).
	Fixation material for bags: leg straps  page 35, cotton cover  page 34, leg bags holsters  page 36, bed fixture 

and cover  page 37, tube cutter  page 38.
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Fixation material for bags

SAUER cotton cover
To avoid direct contact of the urine collection bag with the skin, the bag can be carried in a skin-friendly cotton cover (made 
of natural cotton, free of bleaching and dyeing substances). The SAUER cotton cover can be used frequently and is wash-
able – an inexpensive and environmentally friendly solution.

The cotton cover doesn’t disturb the fixation of the bag to the leg with the corresponding straps. You can wear the cotton 
cover on the left or on the right leg.

1 piece  for SAUER bendi bag 1,3 l   page 22 – 24 Order no. 70.13 
  for SAUER bendi bag 0,7  l  page 22 – 24 70.12

 for SAUER leg bag 0,6  l  page 25, 27 70.09 
 for SAUER leg bag 1,0 l  page 26, 27 70.10

 for SAUER sport bag 0,5 l  page 28 70.08 
 for SAUER discreet bag 210 ml  page 29 70.08

70.09
70.10

70.13
70.12 70.08







Leg bag

Sport bag

Rectangular bag
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Fixation material for bags

Leg straps and waist belts

Wide leg strap – Original
60 cm long, 4 cm wide, elastic strap with Velcro® fastener. A second Velcro 
band (2 cm wide) helps to secure the leg bag onto the strap. For usage 
with bendi bags or leg bags.
1 piece Order no. 57.46

Wide leg strap – Soft
Same as above, but with extra soft cotton padding. (Not illustrated)
1 piece Order no. 57.45

Wide leg strap – Elasticated
Same as 57.46, but with non-slip silicone lines on the reverse side. The 
whole strap is made from a soft woven elasticated fabric. With loop for  
easy opening.
1 piece Order no. 57.44

Wide leg strap – Sport bag
60 cm long, 4 cm wide, elastic strap with Velcro® fastener. Refer to  page 
34 for how to secure the SAUER cotton cover for sport bags.
1 piece Order no. 57.47

Narrow leg strap
55 cm long, 2 cm wide, elastic strap with Velcro® fastener. Snap fasten-
ers help secure the leg bag. For usage with bendi bags or leg bags.  
2 snap fasteners.
1 piece Order no. 57.48

Narrow leg strap – Elasticated
Same as 57.48, but with non-slip silicone lines on the reverse side. The 
whole strap is made from a soft woven elasticated fabric. Snap fasteners 
have to be ordered separately.
1 piece Order no. 57.49

Latex leg strap
50 cm long, 2 cm wide, with 2 snap fasteners.
1 piece Order no. 57.51

Snap fastener
To close the latex leg strap (57.51) or to secure the narrow leg strap 
(57.48) onto the leg bag.
1 piece Order no. 57.53 57.53

57
.4

9

57
.4

8

57
.4

7
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.4

4

57
.4

6
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Fixation material for bags

Waist belt
Made of cotton, serves as additional “anchor” for leg bags with leg-
hugging shape and for the fixation of leg bag holsters.

1 piece 100 cm Order no. 68.10 
1 piece 150 cm  Order no. 68.15

Leg bag holsters
Particularly for people who are able to walk a holster can be used to carry 
a leg bag with a capacity of up to 0.6 l. Holsters are available in several 
sizes and are made of a skin-friendly, elastic, fabric. They are washable. 
All holsters are furnished with a hole for the outlet tap in the lower rim, so 
that you can easily empty the bag.

Leg bag carrier – Netti
Shaped like “half a pair of underpants”. With belt and stitched-on bag 
for leg bags. Can be worn either on the left or on the right leg (different 
types). For leg bag 0.6 l  pages 25 and 27.
 for left leg for right leg
1 piece XS Order no. ZNT-4 Order no. ZNT-4R 
 S ZNT-1 ZNT-1R 
 M ZNT-2 ZNT-2R 
 L ZNT-3 ZNT-3R 
 XL ZNT-5 ZNT-5R

Leg bag carrier – Carebag
Shaped like a cuff. With attached bag for leg bags. Kept in position by 
elastic bands on the upper and lower rim. Can be worn on the left or right 
leg. For leg bags 0.6 l  page 25 and 27.

1 piece Small Order no. Z911.58 
 Medium Z912.58 
 Large  Z913.58

Leg bag carrier – Urobag 
Tailored like a gaiter, with Velcro® fastener and attached pocket. The elastic 
collar holds the bag in place. Can be worn on the left and the right thigh 
or lower leg. For leg bags 0.6 l  page 25 and 27.

2 pieces Small Order no. Z91-01-230
 Medium Z91-02-430
 Large Z91-03-630
 X-Large Z91-04-730

68.10
68.15

ZNT-1
...

ZNT-5

ZNT-1R
...

ZNT-5R

Netti
Size Waist width Knee width

Extra Small 60–70 cm 26–34 cm
Small 70–80 cm 28–38 cm
Medium 80–90 cm 30–44 cm
Large 90–100 cm 32–50 cm
Extra Large > 100 cm 34–56 cm

Carebag Urobag
Size Thigh width Thigh width

Small (S) 24–39 cm 30–45 cm
Medium (M) 36–55 cm 36–60 cm
Large (L) 40–70 cm 45–75 cm
Extra Large (XL) – 54–90 cm

Z91-01-230...
Z91-04-730

Z911.58...
Z913.58
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Fixation material for bags

Accessories for night bags

Plastic bed fixture
With round hanger. Durable material, blue. The hangers can be folded 
to the side for transportation. 
Can hold a bag with a capacity up to 2 litres (2 kg).
1 piece Order no. 70.51

Wire bed fixture
With round hanger. Made of wire varnished steel. Can hold a bag with 
a capacity up to 3 litres (3 kg).
1 piece Order no. 70.50

Night bag cover
The night bag is simply inserted into the waterproof cover for added 
safety and sight protection. Suitable for all night bags with a capacity 
of up to 2 litres. With night bags furnished with an outlet you can fold 
the tap up.
1 piece Order no. 70.52

Hangers folded  
to the side

70.51

70.50

70.52
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Accessories

Accessories and spare components

Stopper
To close condoms, catheters, and tubes.
  5 pieces Order no. 60.07
sterile  5 pieces Order no. 60.07.S

Tubing
Soft PVC, ∅ 7.3×5.3 mm  Order no. 55.00
Latex, ∅ 9.0×6.0 mm, 5 cm long  Order no. 55.06
(length as required)

Tube cutter
To adapt the length of the inlet tube. 1 piece Order no. 55.11
Spare blades (not illustrated) 5 pieces  Order no. 55.12

Connecting tube
Silkolatex® ∅ 9×6.0 mm, 5 cm long 5 pieces Order no. 55.36
Latex ∅ 9.0×6.0 mm, 5 cm long 5 pieces Order no. 55.38
Silicone ∅ 6.0×9.0 mm, 5 cm long 5 pieces Order no. 55.39

Tube coupling
 ∅ 6.5×11.5 mm 1 piece Order no. 62.02
 ∅ 8.5×11.5 mm 1 piece Order no. 62.04
 ∅ 6.0 mm 1 piece Order no. 62.06

Y piece
Enables simultaneous usage of 2 urine collection bags, sterile.
 1 piece Order no. 62.10.S

Adapter
To connect the condom or catheter to a urine bag with a soft,  
adjustable inlet tube.
Push-on smooth adapter 5 pieces Order no. 60.09
Push-on stepped adapter 5 pieces Order no. 60.10
Push-on stepped adapter, sterile 5 pieces Order no. 60.10.S

 The article cannot be returned.

62.10.S

55.38

62.02 62.04

62.06

55.36

55.00 55.06

60.07
60.07.S

55.11

60.09

60.10
60.10.S

55.39
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Accessories

Swing tap 5 pieces Order no. 57.67
Turn tap 5 pieces Order no. 57.68
Sliding tap 5 pieces Order no. 57.66

Safety ring
For swing tap to prevent accidental opening. 
 5 pieces  Order no. 55.31

Catheter valve
To close a catheter.
•	no	tube	coupling
Swing tap with stepped adapter 5 pieces Order no. 60.20
Sliding tap with stepped adapter 5 pieces Order no. 60.26
Sliding tap with stepped adapter, sterile 5 pieces Order no. 60.26.S
Turn tap with stepped adapter 5 pieces Order no. 60.31
Turn tap with stepped adapter, sterile 5 pieces Order no. 60.31.S
•	with	tube	coupling
Swing tap with stepped adapter, sterile 5 pieces Order no. 60.21.S
Turn tap with stepped adapter 5 pieces Order no. 60.33
Turn tap with stepped adapter, sterile 5 pieces Order no. 60.33.S

 Further spare parts on request.

With connecting tubes, the part that is used for connection to tubes, con-
dom outlets and catheters is stepped. With adapters and catheter valves it 
is either stepped or smooth.

Connecting tube 
stepped

Stepped adapterSmooth adapter

57.67

57.66 60.20

60.33
60.33.S

57.68

60.26
60.26.S

60.31
60.31.S

60.21.S

55.31
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Special urine drainage systems

SAUER drip urinal
For people suffering from partial incontinence (for instance after prostate removal). Designed 
to hold small amounts of urine for short periods. Also particularly suitable for swimming since 
the adhesive is waterproof. 
This urinal is furnished either with self-adhesive urinary condoms “SAUER-Comfort” or with 
latex condoms that are attached with skin adhesive or double-sided adhesive strips. The 
self-adhesive condoms are particularly suitable when aiming at a quick and safe solution with 
as little effort and accessories as possible. The 2-piece condoms allow for a more individual 
adaptation, as the strength and amount of glue can be chosen regarding the skin conditions. 
Additionally the adhesive and buffer zone can be positioned to meet individual requirements. 
The urinal can be closed and emptied with a turn tap or a sliding tap.

The complete months supply for partial incontinence. Condoms, adhesive or strips and 
taps can be chosen from our range to suit your individual demands.

SAUER drip urinal with self-adhesive condoms – SAUER-Comfort
 30 condoms
 1 protective cloths to go with the size of the condom
 30 turn taps or 30 sliding taps

SAUER drip urinal with latex condoms – Original/Extra thin
 30 condoms
 1 protective cloths to go with the size of the condom
 2 tubes of skin adhesive or 30 doubele-sided adhesive tapes
 30 turn taps or 30 sliding taps

	Turn taps and sliding taps can be individually ordered  page 39.









 with turn tap 23 + 01 + 30 = 23.01.30

 with sliding tap 21 + 01 + 30 = 21.01.30
¤ ¤

Skin adhesive Condom

50.01 53.30
¤ ¤

 with turn tap 23 + 97 + 30 = 23.97.30

 with sliding tap 21 + 97 + 30 = 21.97.30
¤ ¤

Self-adhesive condom

97.30
¤ ¤

The order-no. is com-
posed according to 
the diagram. The last 
two figures represent 
the condom diameter 
(in mm).

The order no. is com-
posed according to the 
diagram. The last two 
figures represent the 
condom diameter (in 
mm). For the extra-thin 
condoms you have to 
add a “D” to the end  
of the order no. (e.g. 
23.01.230.D). 
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Special urine drainage systems

Pocket size urinal Uribag
What do you do when you want to spend a penny and no toilet is avail-
able? Not only wheelchair users are faced with this situation but also crane 
drivers, glider pilots and motorists have the same problem.

The Uribag comes to the rescue in an emergency:  
secure and discreet – it can be folded away and re-used.

The Uribag is available in two different versions for men and women. 
Both have the following features in common:
•	urine	bag	made	of	soft	latex,	can	be	folded	away
•	upper	rim	and	cap	are	made	of	synthetic	material
•	closes	securely
•	high	capacity	of	approx.	1 litres
•	can	be	re-used
The difference between the two lies in the shape of the top part. For men 
this is cylindrical, for women it is adapted to their body shape.
Uribag for men 1 piece  Order no. 999.806
Uribag F for women 1 piece  Order no. 999.808

 The cap closes the Uribag securely. With the Uribag for men it is secured 
by a connecting piece so that it can’t get lost.

 The tube is made of synthetic material.
 For men it has got a cylindrical shape (length approx. 8 cm, diameter 4 cm);
 For women the anatomical design fits comfortably.

 The collector bag is made of soft latex and can hold 1,2  l of fluid.

The collection bag can be folded away completely into the tube.

How to use it

Open the cap and take the bag out of the tube. After use wash in warm 
soapy water. Let the bag dry before folding.



 The article cannot be returned.
















999.806

999.808
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Special urine drainage systems

Latex urinal
Until 1980, the latex urinal was the standard system used for bladder incontinence. However, as a result of clinical tests, 
the latex urinal was replaced by a PVC (single-use) disposable system. The reason was not only the easier handling, but it 
reduces the additional sources of infection in clinics, prevents bladder infection, supports and aids the medical treatment 
of infected urine, and dispenses with the need for the necessary cleaning of the latex urinal.

Note: We advise you to alternately use two latex leg bags, so that there is enough time to 
disinfect while wearing the other  page 46 for disinfectant products.

Skin adhesive and double-sided adhesive tapes ........... page 12–14
Measuring tape, protective cloths, scissors ................... page 15 
Adhesive strengthener and skin care ............................. page 16

Leg bags made of Silkolatex®

For wheelchair users. Capacity between 0.3 l and 0.8 l. Inlet with non-return valve. 
Outlet with wing, swing or sliding tap. Latex straps with snap fasteners (57.50) help 
secure the leg bag.

1 leg bag 0.8 l, 1 wing tap, 2 leg straps Order no. 57.11
1 leg bag 0.8 l, 3 sliding taps, 2 leg straps 57.13
1 leg bag 0.8 l, 3 swing taps, 2 leg straps 57.14
1 leg bag 0.6 l, 1 wing tap, 2 leg straps 57.15
1 leg bag 0.3 l, 1 wing tap, 1 leg strap 57.16

 If needed, you can order the following parts separately  page 43:
Nipple 60.03
Inlet tube 55.08 (please order required length)
Upper connecting peace 61.01

For the condoms without connecting tubes we offer the same latex qualities and 
condom sizes as for the condoms with a connecting tube linked to the condom by 
a nipple ( page 11). They are individually tested and rolled up. 

Latex condoms without connecting tube – Original
30 pieces Size Ø 18 mm Order no. 52.18

 . . . . . .

 40 mm 52.40

Latex condoms without connecting tube – Extra thin
30 pieces Size Ø 26 mm Order no. 52.26.D

 . . . . . .

 35 mm 52.35.D
60.03

55.08

61.01

52.18
. ..

52.40

57.11
. ..

57.16

52.26.D
. ..

52.35.D
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Special urine drainage systems

Accessories for the latex urinal

Waist belt made of cotton 100 cm long 1 piece Order no. 28.10
 150 cm long 1 piece Order no. 28.15

Leg strap made of Silkolatex®, with snap fastener  1 piece Order no. 57.50

Latex inlet tube ∅ 8×12 mm  Order no. 55.08
 ∅ 10×14 mm  Order no. 55.10
 (please order required length)

Tube cutter to adapt the length of the inlet tube 1 piece Order no. 55.11
 Spare blades 5 pieces Order no. 55.12

Connecting tube  ∅ 8.5×11.5 mm 1 piece Order no. 62.04
 ∅ 8.0 mm 1 piece Order no. 62.08

Plastic snap fastener for 57.50 1 piece Order no. 57.52

Strap securing disc for latex leg bag 1 piece Order no. 57.54

Wing tap for leg bag 57.11 1 piece Order no. 57.56
 for leg bag 57.15 and 57.16 1 piece Order no. 57.57

Inlet valve for leg bag 57.11–57.16 1 piece Order no. 57.60

Swing tap 5 pieces Order no. 57.67 

Turn tap 5 pieces Order no. 57.68 

Sliding tap 5 pieces Order no. 57.66

Safety ring for swing tap 5 pieces Order no. 55.31

Piercing stick 1 piece Order no. 60.01

Plastic nipple green, for 55.08 1 piece Order no. 60.03
 red, for 55.10 1 piece Order no. 60.05

Stopper for latex tube  5 pieces Order no. 60.07

Upper connnecting piece with rubber washer 1 piece Order no. 61.01

Connecting piece for night bag 1 piece Order no. 61.06

Cap for upper connecting piece 1 piece Order no. 61.08

 The article cannot be returned.
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In the KIC-System, we have a removable connector instead 
of a fixed tube to connect the leg bag. This connector can 
be removed from the urinary condom and, using the special 
condom expander tool, the condom can then be pulled over 
the penis shaft so that the penis tip is left free for disinfecting 
and catheterisation. Afterwards, the urinary condom can be 
restored to its original position and connected to the existing 
drainage system. This procedure can be repeated any number 
of times. 

With the KIC-System, you only need one urinary condom 
per day – this not only protects the skin but it can also save 
a lot of money.

The KIC condom expander is made of sturdy plastic material 
and can be used over a longer period of time (for several months).

We have developed the KIC-System for patients that are either inconti-
nent between catheterisation intervals or that achieve continence only 
with medication, which they cannot or will not tolerate because of side 
effects. These people would have to put on a new condom several 
times a day after each catheterisation.

The KIC condoms have a reinforced outlet, which can be 
stretched considerably but always goes back to its original 
shape. The opening does not tear when handled with care. 
There is a choice of 11 sizes in the “Original” version and of 
3 sizes in the “Extra thin” version.

The KIC connector replaces the connecting tube that the 
urinary condom is usually furnished with. This allows you to 
separate the inlet tube of the leg bag from the urinary condom 
in order to expand the condom with the condom expander tool 
and then pull it back over the penis tip.

Cleaning and disinfecting KIC condom expanders and KIC 
connecting tubes are easy to clean with common disinfectants. 
Just follow the disinfectant manufacturer’s instructions.

Aids for ISC
You can find further articles for bladder catheterisation in a 
separate catalogue or on our homepage:
www.sauercontinence.com

Advice
For further information about our KIC-System, plea-
se contact your local continence adviser for further 
information  page 48.

KIC-System
The solution for combining condoms and  
intermittent catheterisation.
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KIC-System

KIC-System
The system consists of three components: the KIC condom expander, KIC 
condoms and the KIC connector. We provide sufficient connectors and 
connecting tubes with our KIC condoms. However, you can order them 
separately if necessary.

KIC condom expander 
Made of sturdy plastic material that is easy to clean.
1 piece Order no. 100.01

KIC condoms – Original
Furnished with a punched hole to position the KIC connector. Apart 
from this, these condoms have the same features as our standard latex  
condoms “Original”. Available in 11 sizes.
Available as a set with 30 condoms, 10 connectors and connecting tubes.
 Size ∅ 18 mm Order no. 103.18
 20 mm 103.20
 22 mm 103.22
 24 mm 103.24
 26 mm 103.26
 28 mm 103.28
 30 mm 103.30
 32 mm 103.32
 35 mm 103.35
 37 mm 103.37
 40 mm 103.40

KIC condoms – Extra thin
Furnished with a punched hole to attach the KIC connector, the tip of the 
condom is reinforced. Apart from this, these condoms have the same 
features as our latex condoms “Extra thin”. Available in 3 sizes.
Available as a set with 30 condoms, 10 connectors and connecting tubes.
 Size ∅ 26 mm Order no. 103.26.D
 30 mm 103.30.D
 35 mm 103.35.D 
KIC connector
Made of plastic. Comes with a connecting tube made of latex.

10 pieces Order no. 100.05

Connecting tube
To go with KIC connector 100.05. Made of latex.
5 pieces Order no. 55.38

Note: Skin adhesive or double-sided ad-
hesive tapes must be ordered separately.

103.18
. ..

103.40

103.26.D
. ..

103.35.D

100.05

55.38

100.01
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Disinfectants

Barrycidal disinfectant
A quick and efficient disinfectant against bacteria, viruses and fungi. 
Neutralises odorous bacteria. Odourless. Free of mercury, formaldehyde, 
phenol or alcohol.

Barrycidal
Ready for use 1 percent solution.

1 litre Order no. 90.13

Spray head
for the plastic bottle 90.13.

1 piece Order no. 90.14

Barrycidal spray
With ready for use 1 percent solution.

50 ml Order no. 50.54

Sanitary wipes
In practical wipe dispenser.

100 wipes Order no. 50.55

Barrydin disinfectant – concentrated solution
Suitable for disinfecting any urine drainage system, particularly the latex 
system. Effective against bacteria, fungi, viruses. Takes effect quickly and 
is material friendly. Comes in a plastic bottle.
Add water to get a ready-for-use solution (1.5 %). Includes a measuring jug.

1 litre Order no. 90.15

Plastic funnel
For pouring the disinfectant into the urine drainage system.

1 piece Order no. 90.20

Please make sure to follow the instructions 
on the label carefully. Avoid skin contact!

90.13

90.14

90.15

90.20

50.54

50.55
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Literature

Literature
Sauer Continence offers you a complete range of medical aids for your 
individual bladder incontinence management. Our products are suited for 
persons in wheelchairs, able-bodied persons, persons confined to bed and 
persons with partial incontinence. Furthermore, we can offer you various 
sources of information (available in several languages, free of charge). 
Please turn to your local continence adviser for further information  page 48.

Catalogue “Continence Systems”
Condoms, urine bags and accessories made by Sauer Continence.
 Order no. 99.900

Catalogue “IQ-Cath Catheter & Accessories” 
Single use catheter made by Sauer Continence. Order no. 99.936

Tutorial “Continence Systems”
This tutorial contains further information on bladder paralysis and lots of 
advice on incontinence care and how to use our various urine drainage 
systems. Order no. 99.890

DVD “Urine drainage system”
Demonstrates how to apply a urine drainage system: a carer helps to put 
a condom on; a tetraplegic puts the condom on himself; securing the leg 
bag; connecting the leg bag to the condom. Order no. 99.932

You can also visit us on the Internet: 
www.sauercontinence.com

99.890

99.900

99.936

99.932
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Our products are distributed in many countries around the world. Please check our website www.sauercontinence.com 
and follow the link “International” for further information about your nearest dealer. In all other countries you can contact 
our export department for a direct delivery to your home.

Please visit our website for further information: www.manfred-sauer.com

World-wide

Claudia Hofer Uschi Birk-Meyer

Claudia Hofer
Tel. 06226 960 104
Fax 06226 960 010
claudia.hofer@manfred-sauer.de

Uschi Birk-Meyer
Tel. 06226 960 016
Fax 06226 960 010
uschi.birk-meyer@manfred-sauer.de
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Australia
Austria
Belgium

Bosnia-Herzegovina
Brazil
Chile

Croatia
Denmark
Finland
Greece

Hungary
Ireland
Iceland

Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands 

Norway
Poland

Saudi-Arabia
Serbia

Slovenia
Spain/Canary Islands

Sweden
Switzerland

United Kingdom
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Index

In 2001, the Manfred Sauer GmbH adopted a Quality Management System for the development, 
the manufacturing and the distribution of continence systems.The application of the standards 
DIN EN ISO 13485:2003 and DIN EN ISO 9001:2000 was verified and certified.

We reserve the right to make technical changes to our products and packaging which e.g. help to preserve the environment.

100 % testing ........................................4, 18
Accessories and spare components .38, 39
Accessories for condoms ........................15
Accessories for night bags ......................37
Accessories for the latex urinal ................43
Adapter ...............................................38, 39
Adhesion effect ..........................................5
Adhesive remover pads ...........................13
Adhesive spray .........................................13
Adhesive enhancer ..................................16
Adhesive zone ........................................ 5–9
Aids for ISC ..............................................44
Anti-Allergic condoms ........................10, 40
Barrycidal – disinfectant ...........................46
Barrydin – disinfectant .............................46
Bed fixture ................................................37
Bendi bag with fixed adapter ...................23
Bendi bag with push-on adapter .............24
Bendi bag without adapter ......................22
Buffer zone ............................................. 4–8
Cap ...........................................................43
Carebag – leg bag carrier ........................36
Catalogue “Continence Systems” ...........47
Catalogue “IQ-Cath” ................................47
Catheter valve ..........................................39
Comfort – self-adhesive condoms .........6, 7
Condom adhesion ............................. 12–15
Condoms � Urinary condoms
Connecting piece .....................................43
Connecting tube
 as accessory ..................................38, 45
 as part of condoms .......... 4, 6–11, 42, 44
Continence adviser ..................................48
Cotton backing .......................18, 21, 25, 26
Cotton cover .......................................21, 34
Cranberry concentrate .............................17
Custom products .................................5, 21
Discreet bag .............................................29
Disinfectant ..............................................46
Double-sided adhesive tapes ..................14
Drip urinal .................................................40

DVD “The Urine Drainage System” .........47
Fixation material for bags .................. 34–37
Functional bag .........................................30
Funnel ......................................................46
Inlet valve .................................................43
KIC condom expander .............................45
KIC condoms ...........................................45
KIC connector ..........................................45
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Latex articles ..............................................5
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Latex inlet tube .........................................43
Latex urinal .........................................42, 43
Leftdressers ..............................................21
Leg bag holsters ......................................36
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Leg bag with fixed adapter ......................27
Leg bag with push-on adapter...........25, 26
Leg straps ..........................................35, 43
Literature ..................................................47
Measuring tape ........................................15
Netti – leg bag carrier ...............................36
Night bag............................................31, 32
Night bag cover........................................37
Nipple .......................................................43
Non-return valve ........................... 19, 22–32
Period of wear for urine collection bags ..20
Piercing stick ............................................43
Plastic snap fastener ................................43
Pocket size urinal Uribag .........................41
Pop-On – self-adhesive condoms ..............9
Preventox .................................................16
Protective cloths .................................15, 40
Roller, Preventox ......................................16
Safety ring ..........................................39, 43
Scissors ....................................................15
Self-adhesive condoms ..................... 4, 6–9
 no buffer zone ....................................8, 9
Skin adhesive .................................5, 12, 13
 Choice ..................................................12
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Sport bag .................................................28
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Tube ....................................................38, 43
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Notes
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